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Les spéculations relatives aux buddha et aux bodhisattva s’épanouissent 
avec un remarquable dynamisme entre le ier s. et le vie s. de notre ère. 
Cette période dite « moyenne » ou intermédiaire du bouddhisme indien 
voit notamment l’affirmation progressive d’un nouveau courant, le 
Bodhisattvayāna, promouvant la voie du parfait Éveil. Le présent ouvrage 
retrace ces développements d’ordre « bouddhologique » au sein des milieux 
Mahāsāṅghika-Lokottaravādin, solidement implantés au Magadha et dans 
le nord-ouest de l’Inde. L’analyse historique se fonde sur une pratique 
philologique et consiste en l’étude de la formation et des vicissitudes du 
Mahāvastu, chapitre important de la « Corbeille de la Règle monastique » 
(Vinayapiṭaka) de cette école. L’examen de la formation de cette œuvre 
vaste et composite, retraçant la geste au long cours du Buddha « historique » 
Śākyamuni, passe nécessairement par l’examen de la tradition manuscrite 
et, en particulier, de l’unique exemplaire sur ôles du Mahāvastu, datant du 
xiie s. L’étude qui est au cœur de cet ouvrage s’adosse ainsi à la nouvelle 
édition annotée et à la traduction française de segments clés de l’œuvre. 
L’examen détaillé de ces sections textuelles fournit un point d’observation 
privilégié des pratiques éditoriales et discursives, mais aussi des doctrines 
ayant caractérisé l’influente école Mahāsāṅghika. Cet ouvrage ambitionne 
donc de participer au renouvellement de l’étude des ordres monastiques 
(nikāya), des corpus canoniques et de la sotériologie du bouddhisme indien.
Vincent Tournier est historien du bouddhisme indien, formé à l’université 
de Strasbourg puis à la Ve section de l’École pratique des hautes études, 
où il obtint son doctorat en 2012. Après des recherches post-doctorales à 
l’université de Leyde, il a rejoint la School of Oriental and African Studies 
(Londres) en septembre 2013, en tant que Seiyu Kiriyama Lecturer in 
Buddhist Studies et directeur du SOAS Centre of Buddhist Studies.
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This study considers the ????????? as an integral part of the
???????????? of the 0ahÃsÃҰghika/okottaravÃdins. It contends that
the history of the Buddhological doctrines transmitted by this ??????
in the 0iddle Period of Indian Buddhism cannot be written without a
sound textual stratigraphy. The ?????????, which is composite work,
developed in northern India from around the 1st century ࢀࢁࢃࢁࢃ to
the thth century ࢁࢃ. While it is impossible to recover the original
form of the ?????????, the study of “peritextual” units allows us to
trace successive instances of editorial revisions. Such peritexts consist in
the two prologues (??????) introducing the work, and the “appendices”
(????????, ????????) inserted within its fabric after its boundaries had
already begun to crystallise. These represent attempts at organising and
providing a framework to the “epochal career” of ĜÃkyamuni leading to
his last human rebirth. A stratigraphic study of the work cannot be
carried out without the reassessment of the masterful ?????? ????????
that mile Senart published between 12 and 17. The discovery of a
12th century palmleaf manuscript (named “Sa”) in Patan by the Nepal
*erman 0anuscript Preservation ProMect, and the ensuing publication
of a facsimile edition by Yuyama (2001) calls for this reassessment. 0y
study demonstrates (see also Tournier 2012b) that this is the fountain
head from which the entire Nepalese manuscript tradition descends.
Indeed, the learned 17th century scholar Jayamuni played a key role in
the circulation of the ????????? within the Kathmandu valley, and all
later textual witnesses depend on his revised copy of the 12th century
text (manuscript “Ta”). This concern for a philologically grounded study
informs the double structure of this book: the ﬁrst part focuses on the
detailed study of key sections of the????????? the second part contains
the editions and translations.
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Abstract
)ࢇ࢐࢑࢒ 3ࡿ࢐࢒: S࢒࢓ࢂࢗ
Chapter 1: 7he ?????????, a Composite 7ext of the /oNottaravÃdin
??????
7his chapter situates the ????????? Zithin the Zider scriptural
landscape and maps the histor\ of its formation through the stud\
of the peritexts. 3art 1 (ّ7he ????????? and the Scriptures of the
0ahÃsÃҰghiNa-/oNottaravÃdinsْ) explores the scriptural tradition Zithin
Zhich it developed and functioned. 7he examination of the histor\ of the
????????? in 1epal alloZs me to put into perspective, and ultimatel\
disprove, man\ of the prevailing h\potheses about its derivative
nature. 7he 17th-centur\ reception of the text in 1epal inࢻuenced the
assumption that the ????????? Zas a b\-product of the ??????, and
its comparison Zith anthologies such as the ???????????(????). Indeed,
it Zas -a\amuni Zho ﬁrst labelled the ZorN as an ???????, a time
far removed from the ???????????s that composed it and in period
Zhen the ??????????? genre enMo\ed great popularit\ (I return to the
transmission of the ????????? in 1epal in the introductor\ chapter
of the second part of this booN). 7he full title of the ?????????, as
preserved in its oldest manuscript, situates it precisel\ as the ّ*reat
Chapterْ of the ??????, according to the recension (?????) of the noble
0ahÃsÃҰghiNas, /oNottaravÃdins, 0adh\uddeĝiNas. I oﬀer a detailed
anal\sis of each element of this title. 7his leads me to discuss the
formation, geographic spread, doctrinal orientation, and the linguistic
speciﬁcit\ of the canonical tradition of this particular ??????, and its
close relationship Zith the root-0ahÃsÃҰghiNas. I explain Zh\ Ze cannot
taNe doxographies and the late narratives of the formation of the ??????s
at face value, but should give instead priorit\ to epigraphic evidence, to
earl\ manuscript attestations, and to the stud\ of 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa texts
themselves, in order to map the diﬀerent branches of this school and
to reconstruct their doctrinal proﬁle. 7he contours of the canon of the
0ahÃsÃҰghiNa-/oNottaravÃdins ma\ be partiall\ reconstructed in light
of the surviving manuscripts stemming from the school’s tZo centres of
0agadha and the +indu .ush, and in comparison Zith the version of the
0ahÃsÃҰghiNa ?????? preserved in Chinese translation. 0\ surve\ of the
materials supports the h\pothesis that there existed a close relationship
betZeen the ?????? traditions of the tZo schools. I then examine selected
?????? fragments from the %Ãmi\Ãn region. 0\ ﬁndings corroborate
the supposition that parts of the ?????? and ????? texts recovered
from the +indu .ush stem from a regional scriptural tradition of
the 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa(-/oNottaravÃdin)s. 7his tradition is closer to the
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at face value, but should give instead priorit\ to epigraphic evidence, to
earl\ manuscript attestations, and to the stud\ of 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa texts
themselves, in order to map the diﬀerent branches of this school and
to reconstruct their doctrinal proﬁle. 7he contours of the canon of the
0ahÃsÃҰghiNa-/oNottaravÃdins ma\ be partiall\ reconstructed in light
of the surviving manuscripts stemming from the school’s tZo centres of
0agadha and the +indu .ush, and in comparison Zith the version of the
0ahÃsÃҰghiNa ?????? preserved in Chinese translation. 0\ surve\ of the
materials supports the h\pothesis that there existed a close relationship
betZeen the ?????? traditions of the tZo schools. I then examine selected
?????? fragments from the %Ãmi\Ãn region. 0\ ﬁndings corroborate
the supposition that parts of the ?????? and ????? texts recovered
from the +indu .ush stem from a regional scriptural tradition of
the 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa(-/oNottaravÃdin)s. 7his tradition is closer to the
recension represented b\ the /oNottaravÃdin texts connected to the 3Ãla
domain than to the version of the Vina\a that )axian brought bacN from
3Ãӌaliputra and came to serve as the basis for the Chinese translation of
the 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa ??????. In m\ attempt to position the ?????????
Zithin the ??????, I develop further +iraNaZa’s h\pothesis Zhich
posits that the prescriptive ????????????????? and narrative ?????????
complement each other. %oth ZorNs open Zith the fourfold ??????????
s\tem. I then turn to the elusive ?????s of the 0ahÃsÃҰghiNas and
0ahÃsÃҰghiNa-/oNottaravÃdins. I examine several useful cross-references
included in the ?????????, Zhich contain interesting clues about the
transmission of individual discourses Zithin the ???????????. 7he large
inclusion of verse-texts in the ?????????, some of Zhich ma\ be found
in the ??????????? (????????) section of other ???????????s, alloZs
to speculate about the overall contents of Zhat the 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa
?????? calls ?? ???? 䴌藏 (possibl\ ??????????????). )inall\, I
brieࢻ\ discuss fragments from %Ãmi\Ãn, some published, others not.
7hese \ield information about the ???????????????? and ?????????
????? transmissions in the +indu .ush, Zithin 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa(-
/oNottaravÃdin) milieux.
3art 2 (ّ3rologues and $ppendices: 7hree Stages in the Composition
of the ?????????’s )irst 3artْ) provides a bird’s e\e vieZ of the
formation histor\ of the????????? through the examination of peritexts,
Zhose ver\ existence testif\ to successive attempts at editing the contents
of this ZorN. +ence, the ????????? is characteristicall\ opened b\ tZo
prologues, the ???????????????s and the ???????????. 7hese Zere
demonstrabl\ composed at tZo diﬀerent periods, at around the 3rd
centur\ ࢁࢃ and the 1st centur\ ࢁࢃ respectivel\. Since both function as
tables of contents of sorts, and both address the career of the %odhisattva,
it is fruitful to rel\ on them to trace the development of the ?????????
(in particular of its ﬁrst part, corresponding to Sen. I.1ي33). :e can
measure hoZ the accretion of neZ narratives entailed the dilation of
the %uddhological perspective. Each of these ??????s uses a set of four
categories that provide Ne\ organising principles to the narratives: the
four t\pes of ??????????, in the older ???????????, and the four ّphases
>of the career@ْ (?????) in the ???????????????s. $ close reading reveals
that, in particular, the ﬁrst tZo t\pes of ?????????? are essential for
understanding the peculiar ordering of the narratives throughout the
?????????, and the apparent non-chronological order of the c\cle of
the formation of the %uddhist order after the %uddha’s $ZaNening
(starting from Sen. III.47 onZards). 7he ﬁrst Nind of ??????????
is the self-ordination (?????? ??????????), Zhich also occurs in
the 0ahÃsÃҰghiNa ????????????????? and in a Zide arra\ of mostl\
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prologues, the ????? ?? ? s and the ?????? . 7hese Zere
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(0ĭla)SarvÃstivÃdin sources to characterise ???????????????s and, at
times, ??????????????s. Both ﬁgures are indeed called ?????????, since
they awake and obtain the precepts without a teacher (??????????).
In the ???????????, the eTuation of this ?????????? with Awakening
is further reinterpreted, so as to connect the whole account of ĜÃkya
muniَs career to the explanation of this 9inaya category. Similarly,
the second part of the ????????? can be shown to proceed from the
ordination through the “come, monk” (???????????) formula. The very
fact that the stories of conversion of disciples appear in a peculiar
order, starting with that of 0ahÃkÃĝyapa, closely followed by that of
ĜÃriputra and 0audgalyÃyana, can be explained by a reconﬁguration of
the narrative to ﬁt that particular category. Indeed, the speciﬁc reverence
of 0ahÃsÃҰghika circles towards the ﬁgure of 0ahÃkÃĝyapa is not the
only explanation for the prominent position of his ordination narrative
within the work. Such a narrative is the only one in the ????????? that
does not follow the “come, monk” model. I argue that the ordination of
0ahÃkÃĝyapa, who had already left the lay condition by his own will,
to search for the true Arhant, was conceived of as half way between
the selfordination and the kind of ordination imparted to all other
monks featured in the ?????????. While the ??????????? presupposes
ĜÃkyamuniَs career to have begun at the time of 'ípaҰkara, according
to the ???????????????s at that time he entered into the fourth and
last stage of the Bodhisattva career. Therefore, this series of homages to
past Buddhas envisions a much broader temporal spectrum. It alludes
to extensive Buddha lineages dealt with in the ?????????????????s and
related narrativesًin particular, the ???????????, the ??????????????,
and the cycle centred on the Buddha KÃĝyapaًmost of which constitute
the fabric of the ?????????َs ﬁrst part. This later prologue thereby
ties together composite narratives about the Bodhisattva career prior
to his last birth, read through the spectrum of the four ?????s. The
tropes and verses shared by these narratives show a further eࢹort at
weaving them into a seamless fabric. The ??????????? (Sen. I.ي
1) was included within this framework during the last period of the
composition of the ????????? (ca. thيth century). The independent
narrative frame of the ???????????, together with the textَs ﬁnal
rubric, labelling it an “appendix” to the ?????????, suggest that this
chapter was “grafted” onto a work which previously did not conceptualise
the Bodhisattva career through the scheme of ?????s. This section
shares the status of appendix or supplement (????????, ????????) with
the second ?????????????? (II.2ي7), inserted right after the ﬁrst
????? of that name: both texts share materials with other known
scriptures of the BodhisattvayÃna. They demonstrate the late alignment
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of /okottaravÃdin ???????????s with the soteriological orientation of
the Bodhisattva movement. While the ??????????? took shape as an
autonomous work, the intertextual links with earlier sections of the
????????? suggest that it was composed, at least in part, in a milieu that
was aware of earlier /okottaravÃdin Buddhology. Several ?????? preserved
in this text indicate that it was likely ﬁnalized after the th century, while
it was probably included in the ????????? by the th century.
Against the background set in the second part of chapter 1, the
following two chapters of this book focus on the narratives of the
?????????َs ﬁrst part, in order to trace the progressive formation of
the Bodhisattva doctrine.
&hapter 2: Frames of, and Steps in the Bodhisattva &areer
This chapter explores the “mental toolbox” (Fr. outillage mental) used
to conceptualise the Bodhisattva career. Part 1 (“The Past Buddhas
and the Scriptural *enre of the ?????????????????”) introduces a
littleknown family of narratives, represented by four sections in the
????????? and their parallels. This textual family was transmitted in
a variety of milieux, including at least the 0ahÃsÃҰghikas, KÃĝyapíyas
and 0ahíĝÃsakas in the Northwest. Its narratives and lineages served
as building blocks for several ?????s of the BodhisattvayÃna, and it also
impacted (0ĭla)SarvÃstivÃdin traditions on ĜÃkyamuniَs predecessors.
The ????????????????? family is thus key to our understanding of the
development of discourses about past Buddhas, an issue that, so far,
has been mostly dealt with in studies focusing only on the Theriya
tradition. I therefore survey these sources, discuss their relationship,
and also stress their importance for the development of the Bodhisattva
doctrine. Indeed, such a doctrine emerges in relation to the conception
of a string of predecessors under whom ĜÃkyamuni progressed towards
Awakening, made aspirations (??????????), and eventually received
predictions (?????????) that he would achieve Buddhahood. I then
turn to study the formation and extension of the Buddha lineages in
the ?????????. According to the reconstruction of the ?????????َs
formation laid out in chapter 1, at an early stage the ????? ???????
of the ?????? opened with the narrative of the encounter between the
Bodhisattva and the Buddha 'ípaҰkara. Such an encounter marked,
at this stage of development, the very beginning of the Bodhisattva
career. The legend and cult of 'ípaҰkara must have originated in the
centuries immediately preceding the turn of the &ommon (ra, and this
panBuddhist ﬁgure developed into a fundamental point of reference for
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narratives dedicated to the description of past Buddhas. The weaving
into the ????????? of narratives describing the Bodhisattvaَs encounter
with the Buddhas SarvÃbhibhĭ, 0aҰgala, and KÃĝyapa, led to attempts
at harmonising competing traditions with respect to 'ípaҰkaraَs
successors. The contents of this series of narratives was also harmonised
in order to include similar descriptions of the ?????????? and ?????????,
two actions that feature prominentlyًand possibly developedًin the
inﬂuential tradition about 'ípaҰkara. The foundational role of this
predecessor is already fully apparent in the old ?????????????????,
available in a ?? 1st century ࢀࢁࢃ1st century ࢁࢃ ????????? manuscript,
and in slightly more expanded versions in the ????????? (III.21ي20)
and the ?? ??????? ?? ???? ֋ᵜ行䳶㏃ (?? 10). Such texts focus on
a lineage of ﬁfteen to seventeen Buddhas bounded by 'ípaҰkara and
0aitreya, describing each component of the lineage in thematic sections
that, in part, echo those of the earlier ???????????????s. The oldest
version of the ????????????????? available to us betrays the recent
inclusion of the future Buddha 0aitreya into a lineage whose earlier
scope was purely retrospective, and that was primarily concerned with
the Bodhisattva career of ĜÃkyamuni. This old ????????????????? has
also the speciﬁcity to include a former ĜÃkyamuni into the lineage, whose
characteristics mirror that of “our” ĜÃkyamuni: such duplication prepared
the ground for further multiplications of the ﬁgure of the predecessor
homonym. /ater versions of the same family of texts contain much
more extensive lineages of predecessors. While (0ĭla)SarvÃstivÃdin
sources structure the Bodhisattvaَs progress across three ???????????
?????s employing the relatively stable numbers of 7 000, 7 000, and
77 000 Buddhas, the ????????? lacks such a coherent systematization.
This blooming of extended lineages without a clear organising principle
reveals the impressive dynamism of Buddhological speculations within
/okottaravÃdin circles in the 0iddle Period. This process also expresses
well the widening of the temporal horizon of Buddhists of that time and,
more speciﬁcally, the proMection of the origins of the Bodhisattva career
towards an inconceivably remote past. 0ost ﬁgures of predecessors are
not, as far as I could ascertain, invested with any biographical tradition.
Among this wealth of mere names, however, some Buddhas enMoy a
privileged status, in that they mark maMor steps in the Bodhisattva
career of ĜÃkyamuni. The ﬁgure of AtítaĜÃkyamuni, here conceived as
a predecessor of 'ípaҰkara, is a case in point. Indeed, we witness how,
in various textual traditions, this ﬁgure becomes associated with the
concept of “rootaspiration” (?????????????? or ??????????????). By
such kind of ??????????, a Bodhisattva commits to becoming a Buddha
endowed with the very same characteristics of the Teacher in the presence
of whom he formulates the aspiration. This notion represents one of
the devices employed to explain the apparent inferior characteristics of
the “historical” Buddha when compared to his predecessors. The rising
concern for the imperfections of the SahÃ world is also at play in the
later tradition represented by one of the ?????????????????s (section
Iࢀ, edited in the second part of this book) and its parallels in the
?? ??????? ?? ???? and in the ???????????? (?. , ???? 220). According
to such narratives, ĜÃkyamuni would have made his ﬁrst aspiration,
forty ?????s after 0aitreya, in the presence of AparÃMitadhvaMaَs stĭpa.
The intertwining of the Bodhisattva careers of ĜÃkyamuni and 0aitreya
has the function to stress the superior achievements of the former,
in particular his distinction in the practice of “energy” (?????). This
narrative development participates in the process of generalisation of the
career of ĜÃkyamuni to other Bodhisattvas, which is also facilitated by
the elaboration of a set of stages common to every path to Buddhahood.
Part 2 (“The 'evelopment of Steps Structuring the Bodhisattva
&areer”) examines the various systems of four “phases >of the career@”
(?????). These are expounded primarily in the textual tradition of the
?????????????????s, which are found in no less than three distinct
versions in the ?????????. This study aims to understand these systems
on their own terms, without attempting to resolve the inconsistencies
present within the ?????????. It pays attention, in particular, to the
manuscript transmission of the key passagesًall of which are reedited
in the second part of the book. I consider ﬁrst how the four ?????s
emerge, in the *ÃndhÃrí ????????????????, as a metalist to organise
the predecessors of ĜÃkyamuni into four distinct groups. No deﬁnition
of each ????? is found at this stage. Another version of such an early
system is also transmitted in a passage of the ????????? parallel to
this ????? (namely ????????????????? IIࢀ) that is partly corrupt and
has been misunderstood so far. I then set to analyse deﬁnitions that
are developed in later ?????????????????s. 2ne such deﬁnition has
been split into two parts, which are now framing the ?????????????
????? I of the ?????????: it gains to be understood in light of its
close parallels in the ?? ??????? ?? ???? and in the ???????????????s.
Indeed, the analysis suggests that the ????????????????? I and its ??
??????? ?? ???? parallel derive their didactic deﬁnitions of the four ?????s
from a common source. The author of the ???????????????s, in turn,
reinterpreted slightly the system transmitted in the ?????, within his
wider attempt at organising and harmonising the narrative contents
of the ?????????َs ﬁrst part. The result is a well crafted diagram of
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the Bodhisattva pathًin fact, the most systematic presentation of the
path that we ﬁnd in the ?????????ًarticulated around the notions of
?????????? and ?????????. The deﬁnitions of each ????? given in this
prologue and in the two versions of the ????? agree in broad terms, but
diࢹer in signiﬁcant details, such as the allusion to the six ????????s
found only in the ?? ??????? ?? ????َs deﬁnition of the third phase of the
career. The obscurity of the fourth ?????, referred to in the ?????????
with two diࢹerent namesً??????????????, corresponding to &h. 轉性行,
and its opposite, ???????????????ًcan be explained by a revision of the
system. This would have taken place to ﬁt the ??????????? into the
framework of the ?????????. The formulation of distinct systems of four
?????sييas opposed to one uniﬁed schemeيي and their coexistence in
the ????????? with the structure of ten ?????s, has led scholars to try
reconciling them. They did so under the inﬂuence of late treatises, such
as Haribhadraَs ?????????????????????, which ﬁt the ten ?????s of the
larger ??????????????s into a fourfold framework bearing some similarity
with the four ?????s. In a section dealing with the relationship between
????? and ?????, I show how such a harmonising enterprise is misleading.
In fact, the compilers of the ????????? did not attempt to match the
two systems, besides the slight adMustment made in the deﬁnition of the
fourth ?????. The ??????????? itself is a very composite text, which
apart from a few sections does not describe a coherent progression
through the ten ?????s this teaching (???????) knows nothing of
a fourfold ladder to Buddhahood, and mostly distinguishes between
Bodhisattvas that are subMect to lapse and irreversible Bodhisattvas.
0ost importantly, while the system of ?????s remains descriptive, and is
never totally detached from the ﬁgure of ĜÃkyamuni, the ??????????? is
prescriptive. /ike the second ??????????????, it encourages contemporary
practitioners to seek Buddhahood. Therefore, the inclusion of such
appendices marks a soteriological shift, which I explore in the third
chapter of this book.
The last section of chapter 2 (“&osmology, Buddha /ineages, and
5oyal *enealogy”) explores the narrative architecture of the?????????َs
ﬁrst part before the inclusion of the ???????????. I intend to show
how the ﬁrst part of the ????????? formed an overall coherent cycle of
remarkable scope. Indeed, the ???????????? sections and the individual
stories describing the Bodhisattvaَs encounter with his predecessors
are skilfully set against the background of a liminal cosmological
narrative, describing the visits of 0audgalyÃyana to various realms. His
gradual Mourney through the various levels of existence lead him to the
summit of the realm of pure form (?????????), where the ĜuddhÃvasa
gods provide him with an estimate of what is, according to their
understanding, the length of the Bodhisattva career. They contend that
ĜÃkyamuniَs career began 100 000 ?????s earlier, coinciding with the
time of the past Buddha SuprabhÃsa. Such an estimate by the long
lived, yet still “mundane” (???????), gods is contradicted by ĜÃkyamuni
himself, who presents the origins of his career as inconceivable. Hence,
the long cosmological preamble of the work (I.ي) has the function
of progressively widening the scope of ĜÃkyamuniَs career, and of
narratively constructing the supramundane (?????????) status of the
Buddha. At the end of the long retrospective of the Bodhisattvaَs
career, after the story of his antepenultimate rebirth under KÃĝyapa,
the cosmoanthropogonic ????????? myth directly follows. This chapter
serves to describe the background of the matrimonial union between king
Ĝuddhodana and Tueen 0ÃyÃ, as a preamble to the description of the
Bodhisattvaَs last rebirth. In doing so, the ????????? inserts ĜÃkyamuni
into a glorious dynasty of kings, stemming from the very originator of
kingship, 0ahÃsammata, and including prominent markers of royal self
perception such as king IkӆvÃku. Thereby, the spiritual Tuest of the
Bodhisattva under the guidance of his predecessors, and ĜÃkyamuniَs
royal descent are intimately interwoven. The dynastic symbolism at play
in this context is also very much present within the depiction of the
spiritual genealogy itself. Hence, the last ????????? conferred onto any
Bodhisattva by his immediate predecessor is interpreted, in the late
?????????????????s and the ???????????????s, as the consecration as
crown prince (???????????????). Such a consecration, to be conferred
on earthًin contrast with later and betterknown instances when the
transfer of ??????? takes place in the Tuӆita heavenًis also deﬁned as
one of the key duties (?????) of a Buddha ??? king before he can enter
???????????. Similarly to several texts related to the ???????????????
cycle, the last three ?????s of the ??????????? also replicate the career
of a king. I therefore trace the process leading to the convergence of
the temporal and the spiritual dimensions into the portrait of the ideal
typical Buddha.
&hapter : BodhisattvayÃna and the /okottaravÃdin Scriptures: the &ase
of the ???????????
This chapter proceeds on the basis of two related stances. Firstly,
the study of the process resulting into the grafting of two “appendices”
onto the ????????? is fundamental to understand a maMor shift in
soteriological paradigm. Indeed, it allows to measure the impact of the
rising BodhisattvayÃna on /okottaravÃdin milieux around the thيth
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century. Secondly, I remain, for the present purpose, agnostic about
whether the everfascinatingًbut elusiveً“origins” of the 0ahÃyÃna are
to be pinned down to 0ahÃsÃҰghika milieux. Therefore, part 1 of this
chapter (“The ????????? and BodhisattvayÃna Scriptures”) undertakes
to measure and diࢹerentiate the impact of the newer scriptures on the
process of canon formation, with a focus on 0ahÃsÃҰghika schools. This
problem is naturally germane to the issue of the authenticity of these
newer scriptures, and, in fact, rich evidence on the topic comes precisely
from polemical contexts. A section of Avalokitavrataَs ?????????????????
(composed ?? 700) provides an ideal window into the matter. It aims
at the refutation of the ĜrÃvakayÃna claim that the 0ahÃyÃna is not
the Word of the Buddha, since it is not included within the scriptures
of the ??????s. In this context, the 0Ãdhyamika author demonstrates,
like his predecessors BhÃviveka and &andrakírti, his familiarityًand,
perhaps, his elective aࢼnityًwith the canons of several 0ahÃsÃҰghika
groups. Avalokitavrata alludes not only to a 0iddleIndic version of
a ??????????????????? transmitted by Ĝaila schools, but he mentions
thrice the ?????????. In particular, he recognises in the ????? ???????
of the /okottaravÃdin ?????? the trademark (or “matrix”, ????? ?) of
the 0ahÃyÃna, since it discusses the ten ?????s and knows of the six
????????s. These two markers are found in the workَs “appendices,”
both of which demonstrate an advanced level of doctrinal maturity,
and embrace the perspective of the BodhisattvayÃna. 0y discussion
of the openly 0ahÃyÃnist hermeneutical programme of masters such
as Avalokitavrata leads me to review passages and tropes that the
????????? shares with autonomous scriptures of the BodhisattvayÃna.
This investigation reveals a clear aࢼnity of the ????????? with a
group of early scriptures, and in particular the ??????????????????,
the ?????????????? and, to some extent, ?????????????? literature.
The analysis of these intertextual webs however, does not support
the view according to which /okottaravÃdin ???????????s included in
their canonical collections newer scriptures without screening them for
authenticity, and without, in some instances, sifting their contents.
For example, late additions to the ????????? corpus do not generally
operate the radical ontological turn propounded by ??????????????
literature. In that respect, the /okottaravÃdin circles may have been
more conservative and wary of doctrinal innovation than other groups
associated with the 0ahÃsÃҰghikas, such as the Ĝaila schools of
Ândhradeĝa. 0oreover, Bodhisattvas other than ĜÃkyamuni are rarely
included in the?????????َs narratives, and great Bodhisattvas, who play
a maMor role in the validation and the ?????????? of the new scriptures,
are completely absent. I suggest that, more than a sign of antiTuity of the
“microforms” included in the ?????????, such an absence may account
for a voluntary endeavour to frame new ideas in a traditional garb, as
part of a broader strategy to authenticate them.
Hence, the compilers of the ?????????َs ???????????, although
considering themselves Bodhisattvas and promoting the path to Buddha
hood, decided to set the teaching of the Bodhisattvaَs ten stages against
the backdrop of an elaborate prologue featuring prominent disciples of
the Buddha (ed. Sen. I.ي7, edited anew in the second part of the
book). Part 2 of chapter  (“The Teaching of the Ten ?????s and the
5ÃMagrhˎa &ouncil”) studies closely this prologue, exploring the discursive
devices used to “canonise” the ???????????. The narrative setting of this
appendix consists of a poetic retelling of the Buddhaَs funerals and the
ensuing compilation of the scriptures in 5ÃMagrhˎa. Prosodical analysis
and the inconsistencies in the contents suggest that the composer(s) of
the ???????????َs ?????? glued together two textual layers. Thereby
the preaching of the ten ?????s by 0ahÃkÃtyÃyana is inserted in the
5ÃMagrhˎa cycle. As a result, the ﬁrst council is as if duplicated: a ﬁrst
gathering by the ﬁve hundred prominent disciples of the Buddha occurs
on the slopes of 0ount 9aihÃra, and in this instance the compilation
of the canon is merely alluded to a second assembly on the top of
0ount *rdˎhrakĭӌa immediatly follows. With such a skilful rewriting of
the post??????????? cycle, the teaching on the ten ?????s is established
as the apex of the ﬁrst ???????. The very choice of the lead actors in this
revised “'harma chronicle” reveals the intent to create an irreproachable
setting, circumventing any accusation of spuriousness. Hence, while this
narrative of the council performs a comparable function to the verse
narrative introducing the &hinese version of the ????????????????, its
setting is much more conservative and its tone is not openly 0ahÃyÃnistic
as in the ????? narrative. For example, there is no Bodhisattva directly
involved in the initial reception of the ???????????, and the ﬁve hundred
Arhantsًhere called ?????????sًare the primary witnesses of the
sermon. While the *rdˎhrakĭӌa gathering is opened to a broader audience
than that at 0ount 9aihÃraًincluding, for instance, lay followersًits
conception is very much hierarchized. Former brahmins and ?????s play
the lead roles. Five obscure ﬁgures, of lesser status, are involved in the
preparation of the setting for the gathering. I suggest that these ﬁgures
might be gods protecting the four directions, plus the resident deity
(?????????) of the *rdˎhrakĭӌa, all disguised as powerful ĜrÃvakas. The
main recipient of the ??????????? is 0ahÃkÃĝyapa. He is at the very
centre of the narrative of the Buddhaَs funerals, from which he emerges
as the unchallenged president of the 5ÃMagrhˎa proceedings. A study of
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“microforms” included in the ?????????, such an absence may account
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his role in the ??????????? narrative in light of that of his conversion
in another section of the ????????? (ed. Sen. III.7ي) reveals that
0ahÃkÃĝyapa is constructed as the rigorous holder of pure practices and
conservative values, and as the true heir of the Buddha. In the work as a
whole, 0ahÃkÃĝyapa radiates, perhaps more than in any other text, an
“aura of legitimacy” (????? Silk). This feature is essential in an “appendix”
that operates a shift in soteriological perspective. The enunciator of the
teaching, 0ahÃkÃtyÃyana, is the patron of exegetical literature in general
and of the ??????? in particular. This is the very scriptural genre to
which the ??????????? belongs, according to its explicit. This type of
exegetical discourse consists in Tuestions and answers developing notions
alluded to formerly by the Buddha ĜÃkyamuni. Thereby, it oࢹers an ideal
format to anchor doctrinal innovation to the past words of the Teacher.
Hence, the whole sermon proceeds from a Tuote attributed to the Buddha.
We also learn, from elsewhere in the ???????????, that ĜÃkyamuni
touched upon the topic of the ????????????????s in the 5ˎӆivadana of
Benares. This creates a link between the turning of the Wheel by the
Buddhaًwhich 0ahÃkÃtyÃyana, as portrayed in the ?????????, would
have witnessedًand the elucidation of his most important teaching at
the 5ÃMagrhˎa ???????. 5evised accounts of the two prominent episodes in
the story of the 'harma are thus brought about to convey the highest
possible value and authenticity to the discourse on the ten ?????s, as it
is incorporated in the frame of a 9inaya collection. In this canonisation
of the ???????????, great care is given to limit any feeling of rupture or
innovation. The insertion of this text reveals that a carefully negotiated
eTuilibrium was found amongst the /okottaravÃdin circles.
&onclusion of the Study
This short concluding section presents a scenario for the formation
of the ?????????, from around the 1st century ࢁࢃ till the thth
century ࢁࢃ. At an early stage, the ?????? ?????? of the work must have
been to serve as a narrative companion to the ??????????? section of
the ?????? (?????????????????), and in particular to its account of the
categories of ordination (??????????). The growth of the ????????????
genre led to an extension ?? ????????? of his career. It is within this
literature that terms for four phases in ĜÃkyamuniَs spiritual practice
came into being (?????). They lent themselves to being generalised,
and applied to the careers of all Bodhisattvas. This paved the way for
the acceptance, among the /okottaravÃdins, of discourses that openly
promoted perfect Awakening as a religious goal. 0y study of the process
that led to the integration into the ????????? of the ??????????? and
to its recognition as the Word of the Buddha (????????????) is an
example of the subtle negotiations that accompanied the late integration
of Bodhisattva scriptures into the framework of the ??????s. I therefore
discuss the great potential of further systematic studies of the narrative
and of the hermeneutical devices used by some ??????s to expand their
canonical boundaries in order to accommodate newer scriptures.
Sࢃࢁࢍࢌࢂ Pࡿ࢐࢒: Tࢃ࢖࢒
This part of the book grounds the former study by the analysis of
manuscript witnesses, and by establishing the texts of the key sections
discussed in the ﬁrst part. It consists of three chapters: the ﬁrst is a
detailed introduction to the edition, the second the edition proper of
the ???????????????s, the ???????????, the ????????????????? I, and
the prologue to the ???????????, and the third an annotated French
translation of these portions.
Here I only summarise the introductory chapter. It opens with
a descriptive catalogue of the twenty manuscripts of the ?????????
that I could access (excluding the six manuscripts already described
and collated by Senart). These twenty manuscripts are subdivided
into complete (seven copies), fragmentary (three copies), and partial
(ten copies), the latter category indicating manuscripts that preserve
a complete segment of the ????????? consciously extracted from the
whole work. The analysis of the codicological properties of manuscript
Sa and its comparison with other dated manuscripts suggests its dating
to the 12th century. This examination also induces to call for caution
in characterizing this witness as necessarily “Nepalese.” A close scrutiny
of the loose leaves labelled by Yuyama as “manuscript Sx” allows me to
establish that they were copied by the same hand, and from the same
antigraph as manuscript Sa, and that they were all discarded because of
an accident or a mistake in the copying process.
The succinct description of other copies of the work allows me to
sketch, in part 2, the transmission of the ????????? in Nepal from the
17th century onwards. This section partly elaborates on the discussion
in Tournier 2012b. The examination of the incipits and colophons of the
manuscripts at hand suggests that manuscript Sa was rediscovered by
the ??????? Jayamuni, who is the primary agent of the (re)introduction
of the ????????? in the Kathmandu valley. For several inﬂuential works,
the copy made by Jayamuni is the earliest known paper manuscript
found in Nepal. Therefore, he appears to have been situated in a node
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of textual transmission. 2ther sources support such a scenario. Indeed,
the account of the ?????????????????????? incorporating his family
chronicle states that he had collected many manuscripts during his
stay in India. I identify Jayamuniَs mark on the transmission of the
????????? in two elements of the paratexts. First, Jayamuni introduced
in the incipit of the work a homage to the 0ahÃbuddha. This points
to a form of ĜÃkyamuni revered in the 0ahÃb(a)uddhavihÃra, a copy of
the main temple of BodhgayÃ that was built in Patan at the initiative
of Jayamuniَs ancestor AbhayarÃMa. In other manuscripts copied by his
hand, Jayamuni underlined his devotion for the 0ahÃbuddha, and all
texts that mention such an epithet of ĜÃkyamuni may be tied to the
milieu of the eponymous ??????. Second, in the colophon of his exemplar,
Jayamuni labelled, for the ﬁrst time, the ????????? as an ???????. The
recent identiﬁcation, by Formigatti and myself, of twelve manuscripts
that appear to have been copied by Jayamuni himself suggests that
he was particularly active in the transmission of ??????? collections,
and that he played a critical role in the “edition” of texts such as the
????????????? and ???????????(????). Such an undertaking informed
the reinterpretation of the ?????????, and may well have contributed
to the later fortune of the work in Nepal. Therefore, there are clear
religious and intellectual reasons for ascribing the two modiﬁcations
in the paratexts to Jayamuni in person, and it is signiﬁcant that all
later copies retained these two alterations. The analysis of textual
variants conﬁrms that Jayamuniَs personal copy (manuscript “Ta”) is
the apograph of manuscript Sa. All ensuing copies descend from Ta,
since they bear the trace of the minute revision of the workًincluding
a tendency towards sanskritisationًundertook by Jayamuni.
The last part of this introductory chapter presents the principles
of the edition as well as the organisation of the apparatus. The
edition naturally takes manuscript Sa as its ?????????, since it is the
common ancestor of all later copies. It reﬂects as faithfully as possible
its orthographical featuresًincluding, for instance, the nonsystematic
application of ?????? rulesًand its punctuation. It uses two means
to solve the many problematic passages of the manuscript, which was
apparently not revised: the collation of a selection of later manuscripts,
the most important of which is manuscript Ta, since it reﬂects an
earlier editorial attempt at making sense of the received text the
systematic comparison of set formulas or forms in the passage being
edited with parallels occurring elsewhere in manuscript Sa. Whenever
the edited text diverges from that transmitted by Sa, this is indicated
graphically in the body of the text itself (using italics, when a reading
of another manuscript is preferred, and underlined italics when resorting
to conMectural emendation). As a rule, any minor modiﬁcation in the
edition of the text transmitted by Sa is recorded. 0oreover, in order
not to lose any information that a diplomatic edition of manuscript
Sa would have provided, a layer of notes in the edition is speciﬁcally
dedicated to the record of palaeographical features. Three further layers
of notes are included: the second layer records the variant readings of
manuscripts Ta, Sb, and of Senartَs editionًincluding an indication
of the copies on which Senart based his reading, and of whether such
a reading proceeds or not from an emendation. For selected portions
(namely, the ???????????????s in full ???????????, ll. 1ي ?????
????????????? Iࡿ, ll. 1ي1 ????????????????? Iࢀ, ll. 1, 177ي1 Prologue
of the ???????????, l. 1) all manuscripts available to me have been
collated systematically, including the minute details of punctuation and
orthography, in order to constitute a thesaurus of variants that will
contribute to eventually distinguishing families of manuscripts. A further
layer of notes is dedicated to a detailed commentary on some of the new
or problematic lemmata, to the Mustiﬁcation of readings and emendations,
and to remarks regarding the lexicography, grammar, and metre. Such
materials are meant to contribute to the reevaluation of the ground
breaking work by (dgerton on Buddhist Sanskrit. Finally, a layer of notes
records verses and tropes that are paralleled elsewhere in the ?????????.
In the case of verses, a transliteration of manuscript Saَs readings of the
parallels is included, since it allows us to support several emendations.
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du Mahāvastu
et la mise en place des conceptions 
relatives à la carrière du bodhisattva
L es spéculations relatives aux buddha et aux bodhisattva s’épanouissent 
avec un remarquable dynamisme entre le 
ier s. et le vie s. de notre ère. Cette période 
dite « moyenne » ou intermédiaire du 
boud dhisme indien voit notamment 
l’affirmation progressive d’un nouveau 
courant, le Bodhisattvayāna, promou-
vant la voie du parfait Éveil. Le présent 
ouvrage retrace ces développements 
d’ordre « bouddhologique » au sein des 
milieux Mahāsāṅghika-Lokottaravādin, 
solidement implantés au Magadha et dans le nord-ouest de l’Inde. L’analyse 
historique se fonde sur une pratique philologique et consiste en l’étude de la 
formation et des vicissitudes du Mahāvastu, chapitre important de la « Corbeille 
de la Règle monastique » (Vinayapiṭaka) de cette école. L’examen de la formation 
de cette œuvre vaste et composite, retraçant la geste au long cours du Buddha 
« historique » Śākyamuni, passe nécessairement par l’examen de la tradition 
manuscrite et, en particulier, de l’unique exemplaire sur ôles du Mahāvastu, 
datant du xiie s. L’étude qui est au cœur de cet ouvrage s’adosse ainsi à la nouvelle 
édition annotée et à la traduction française de segments clés de l’œuvre. L’examen 
détaillé de ces sections textuelles fournit un point d’observation privilégié des 
pratiques éditoriales et discursives, mais aussi des doctrines ayant caractérisé 
l’influente école Mahāsāṅghika. Cet ouvrage ambitionne donc de participer au 
renouvellement de l’étude des ordres monastiques (nikāya), des corpus canoniques 
et de la sotériologie du bouddhisme indien.
Vincent Tournier est historien du bouddhisme indien, formé à l’université de Strasbourg 
puis à la Ve section de l’École pratique des hautes études, où il obtint son doctorat 
en 2012. Après des recherches post-doctorales à l’université de Leyde, il a rejoint la 
School of Oriental and African Studies (Londres) en septembre 2013, en tant que Seiyu 
Kiriyama Lecturer in Buddhist Studies et directeur du SOAS Centre of Buddhist Studies.
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